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Introduction 
Wearable apps might be here, but why should you make one, exactly? 

Most companies have either created mobile apps, or at least looked into the possibility of making one for their 
business. However, few companies have so far created apps for the next wave of personal devices – wearables 
such as smartwatches and bracelets. What is the business case for making a wearable app? 

Wearables are extremely useful for services that are used frequently and/or need to provide very quick access. 
They are appealing to both consumer and enterprise markets. 

For consumers, smartwatches are desirable luxury items, so having a watch app can communicate a high-end 
brand (this is the reason why companies like BMW and New York Times were among the first to make 
smartwatch apps). 

For enterprises, wearables provide a novel way to quickly access important data (think logistics tools or rapid 
notifications). 

However, the design switch to making wearable apps can be surprisingly difficult. The user experience design is 
largely context-dependent and has to be highly focused on the specific use case. Software development for 
wearable operating systems (e.g. Tizen) requires the use of different tools than on regular mobile apps. On top of 
all this, many wearable apps need to be paired up with a “companion app” on the phone. This only adds an 
additional layer of difficulty. 

Neonto Studio can cut through these difficulties. We provide a visual design tool that is, essentially, all about UX 
design. Neonto creates native code for the wearable’s operating system. It can also handle the sharing of data 
between the phone and wearable. 

In this document, you’ll find a simple example app that explains how all this works in practice. 

 

The example app: “Cruise Guide” 
Our example app is a simple app for a hypothetical cruise ship. It’s a great candidate for a watch app, since it 
provides passengers quick access to relevant information. These are things you would want to know if you’d be 
spending a relatively long time on a boat: cruise schedules, entertainment options, restaurant menus and such. 
From the user’s point of view, the wearable app would be quite appealing since it would enhance their travel 
experience and make it feel more special. For the cruise company, it provides an opportunity to connect with 
customers and do direct marketing of services aboard the ship. 

The Cruise Guide is provided as a Neonto Studio project. You can download it on our documentation site: 

https://neonto.com/tizen-dev 

The project actually contains two apps: both a regular phone app and a wearable app for Samsung’s Tizen 
devices. 

The following screenshot shows the top-level view of the project in Neonto Studio: 



 

Screenshot: Project Map of the example project 

 

Designing the Tizen wearable app 

 

Screenshot: Tizen app screen in Neonto Studio 

 

The main screen of the smartwatch app takes advantage of Neonto’s multi-page design capabilities. Multi-page 
designs work great on the Samsung Gear S2 with its rotating bezel interface, as the user can either swipe through 
the pages or turn the physical bezel to quickly scroll through them. 



Neonto also supports the new Gear Fit 2 (as shown in the screenshot above). Included in Neonto Studio are all 
the necessary tools to make “smart layouts” that adapt to the screen format. This includes tools like alignment 
controls, dynamic keylines etc. 

Considering their unique sizing and form, information density is a critical factor when designing watch apps. 

On one hand, the user shouldn’t need to navigate too much within the app, so too little information is bad. On 
the other hand, filling up the watch screen with too much information won’t work either, since the text needs to 
be readable at a glance. Thus, being able to preview the screens on different screens at once facilitates the design 
process. 

 
In addition to the main screen, another wearable screen is provided for the restaurant menu: 
 

 
 
Screenshot: Tizen restaurant menu screen 
 

One of the pages on the main screen includes a link to this menu page. This link between screens demonstrates 
how Neonto supports Tizen’s native navigation concepts: when entering the screen, animations are 
automatically handled by the Tizen operating system, so the user gets a familiar look & feel within the entire app. 

The menu screen also has some vertically scrollable content. It’s very easy to make scrolling content in Neonto: 
just page elements in the “Scroll Flow” group. 

 

  



Generating native code for Tizen 
On clicking the “Export to Tizen IDE” button, a ready-to-use project is created: 

 

Screenshot of generated code in Tizen IDE 

 

The project is generated in native C language, so it’s very efficient and lightweight. There is no extra framework 
involved, and the generated code only includes the necessary building blocks for this app. 

Note that Neonto’s exported code doesn’t use HTML5. This ensures the best performance on wearables, 
improves battery life and makes sure that the app starts fast. 

 

  



Data sharing between Android and Tizen apps 
The example project also includes a one-screen phone app to demonstrate how the two distinct apps (phone and 
wearable) can share data within the Neonto Studio interface. 

 

Screenshot of phone app screen in Neonto Studio 

 

Both the phone app and the wearable app are linked to a single data sheet in the Neonto UI: 

 

Project map showing data link 

 

A data sheet is like a small database that can contain text, images or freeform JSON data. 

In this example project, the data sheet contains some example data for the cruise ship’s program: 

 



 

 

Even though the design of the phone app and the wearable app is very different, both screens are linked to use 
this same data sheet as the “data source”. 

Changing the value of the “sheet row” setting will make Neonto’s preview display update based on the data in a 
particular row: 

 

 

Sheet row setting in bottom-right corner; note how screen now shows different text content based on the data sheet 

 



This feature is very useful for companion apps. The designer can focus on the layout and use real-world data to 
verify how it looks on both phone and wearable – all within a single Neonto Studio project. 

Once the design is advanced enough, code can be exported to iOS, Android and Tizen and tested right away on 
real devices. 

This minimizes the amount of “data mismatch” and protocol design around the scenario of companion apps, as 
both the phone and wearable are designed to work using the same data source. 

 

More information 
Please visit Neonto’s Tizen documentation site for tutorials, videos and example project downloads: 

https://neonto.com/tizen-dev 
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